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only a small percentage of two‐phase
inclusions is present. The size of the inclusions
ranges between 103 and 106 µm3.

Gypsum is a challenging host mineral for
fluid inclusion studies because of its easy
deformability and the perfect cleavage along
{010}, which makes the inclusions susceptible
to post‐entrapment volume alterations. In
addition, the fluid inclusions are often in a
metastable liquid state, which makes
measurements
of
the
liquid‐vapour
homogenisation temperature Th impossible.
To transfer these metastable monophase
inclusions to a stable two‐phase state
appropriate for subsequent Th measurements,
we use femtosecond laser pulses to stimulate
bubble nucleation (Krüger et al., 2007). In the
present study, we test the suitability of Th
measurements for an accurate determination
of gypsum growth temperatures using
synthetic and natural gypsum crystals (Krüger
et al., 2013) .

Results
The results from the synthetic gypsum
crystals
show
that
the
measured
homogenisation temperatures of monophase
(Th(1ph)) and two‐phase inclusions (Th(2ph))
are systematically lower than the crystal
growth temperatures Tg. The deviation of
Th(2ph) from Tg is relatively small and
primarily attributed to the effect of surface
tension on liquid–vapour homogenisation (Fall
et al., 2009; Marti et al., 2012). In monophase
inclusions, however, an additional, strong
decrease of Th(1ph) is attributed to post‐
entrapment volume changes caused by plastic
deformation of the inclusion walls. The
deformation results from large internal tensile
stress occurring in the metastable liquid state
of the inclusions. At room temperature, the
tensile stress acting on the inclusion walls
reaches –120 bar in inclusions formed at 40.0
°C and –540 bar in inclusions formed at
78.9°C. The deviation as well as the variation
of Th(1ph) increases with increasing Tg, i.e.,
with increasing tensile stress. The variation of
Th(1ph) indicates that differential stress is not
the only parameter that determines the
deformation and volume change of the
inclusions. Further parameters are the size
and shape of the inclusions, the thickness of
the inclusion walls, and the orientation of the
inclusions within an anisotropic crystal
(Burnley and Davis, 2004). Finally, the volume
change induced by plastic deformation
depends also on the duration of the tensile

Synthetic gypsum crystals were grown in
the laboratory at 40.0, 50.3, 60.9 and 78.9°C
under atmospheric pressure conditions. Fluid
inclusions of 102 to 104 µm3 in size formed
during crystal growth. Most of them are
monophase liquid at room temperature. Two‐
phase inclusions that do not result from
leakage are found only in crystals grown at
78.9°C. In the two‐phase inclusions the vapour
bubble forms spontaneously upon cooling the
crystals to room temperature. The
temperature of bubble nucleation was
measured to be 30–45°C below the gypsum
growth temperature Tg.
Natural gypsum crystals were taken from
two sites in the underground mine of Naica
(Mexico). Most of the fluid inclusions are
monophase liquid at room temperature and
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stress, w
which explain
ns the comparatively sm
mall
variation
n of the Th(2
2ph) values.

grray band in
ndicates thee estimated gypsum
grrowth temp
perature Tgg. The pro
onounced
deecrease of Th(1ph)
T
withh increasing inclusion
vo
olume is attributed
a
tto post‐enttrapment
vo
olume alterrations due to interna
al tensile
sttress causin
ng plastic ddeformation of the
in
nclusion wallss.

We h
have applied
d these findings to natu ral
gypsum crystals from
m Naica to determine
d
t he
peratures. Figure 1 show
ws
crystal ggrowth temp
the charracteristic disstribution off the Th valuues
in a ttemperaturee–volume diagram.
d
TThe
nominal homogenissation temperatures Thh∞
were calculated to compensate
c
for the effeect
of surface tension using the th
hermodynam
mic
model p
proposed by Marti et al. (2012). In t he
present example, th
he temperature differennce
between
n Th∞ and the measured Th valuues
never exxceeds 1.0 °C. Based on
o the resuults
from the two‐phase incclusions, w
we
determin
ned a crystaal growth te
emperature Tg
of 47.5 ± 1.5 °C. Regarding
R
th
he monophaase
inclusion
ns, the diagram indica
ates that t he
original volume pro
operties have only be en
mallest inclussions, and thhat
preserveed in the sm
the volu
ume alterattion due to
o deformatioon
increasees with incrreasing inclu
usion volum
me.
‰
Note th
hat a volu
ume reducction of 1‰
decreasees Th by 2.8 °C.
°

Co
onclusions
The occurrrence of teensile stress in the
in
nclusions can be caaused by natural
te
emperature variations during up
plift and
co
ooling, but can
c also be aartificially ind
duced by
in
nadequate sa
ample handlling. The disstribution
off Th shown in
i Fig. 1, forr example, essentially
re
eflects the temperature
t
e decrease after
a
the
crrystals were taken out of the mine
e. Similar
vaariations of Th were preeviously rep
ported by
Lo
owenstein et al. (19998) from initially
monophase
m
fluid
f
inclusioons in synth
hetic and
naatural halite crystals. Prior to the Th
measurement
m
ts, the authoors stored the halite
crrystals at –20
0 °C for seveeral days to stimulate
s
sp
pontaneous bubble nuccleation by inducing
large tensile stress
s
in the metastable liquid. As
a consequence, the inclusion volumes
de
ecreased due
d
to pplastic defo
ormation,
re
esulting in a decrease a nd large varriation of
th
he Th values.
To avoid artificiallyy induced volume
ch
hanges and to
t preserve ppotential info
ormation
on
n natural te
emperaturess variations,, crystals
likke gypsum or halite m
must be ma
aintained
close to the present–daay site tem
mperature
du
uring transp
port, storagge and preparation.
During microthermomettric measurements,
fin
nally, tensile stress ca n be minim
mised by
sttimulating vapour bubbble nucleatio
on a few
de
egrees below Th usingg femtoseco
ond laser
pu
ulses. Thus, the applicattion of femttosecond
laser pulsess makes Th measu
urements
in
ndependent of two‐phasse inclusionss forming
byy spontaneous bubble nuucleation.

Fig. 1: Determ
mination of the grow
wth
tempera
ature of a na
atural gypsum
m crystal froom
Naica (C
Cave of Sworrds, 120 m below
b
surface
ce).
Measureed Th data
a from mon
nophase (bllue
dots) an
nd two‐phasse inclusionss (green do ts)
are plotted againsst the inclu
usion volum
me.
Diamond
ds denote the calcula
ated nominnal
homogenization teemperaturess Th∞ thhat
compenssate for the volum
me–dependeent
decreasee of Th due to
o surface ten
nsion. The
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